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(54) Servo press apparatus driven by multiple motors

(57) This invention is intended to provide a large-ca-
pacity servo press apparatus driven by multiple motors
(21a, 21b), the servo press apparatus enabling a drive
at a high efficiency and with reduced torque pulsations
in a simple structure. The disclosed servo press compris-
es a slide that is moved up and down by a plurality of
crank structures (including eccentric rings and connect-
ing rods), main gears (11a, 11b) that drive the crank struc-

tures, a plurality of drive gears (12a, 12b) interlinked with
the main gears (11a, 11b) directly or indirectly, interme-
diate gears interlinked with the main gears (11a, 11b)
directly or indirectly, and servo motor sets (21a, 21b) con-
nected to drive shafts (21as; 21bs) to drive the drive
gears. In each of the servo motor sets (21a, 21b), a plu-
rality of servo motors are directly connected to each servo
motor shaft (21as; 21bs).
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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to a large-scale
servo press apparatus, particularly, a large-capacity ser-
vo press apparatus driven by multiple servo motors.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] Servo press machines driven by a servo motor
are capable of a variety of slide motions. Therefore, the
servo press machines are useful, for example, for facili-
tating a drawing operation by slowing down immediately
before a press load is applied, or for noise reduction, or
for productivity improvement by a so-called pendulum
motion, i.e., up and down movement of a slide near the
bottom of the stroke of the slide. A large-scale servo press
apparatus uses a multipoint drive in which the force is
applied to multiple points on the slide. Due to this, a servo
motor to drive the press is required to be larger and have
a larger capacity. In consequence, it is adopted to drive
the press with multiple motors. A large-capacity servo
press driven by multiple motors can be realized.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0003] According to Japanese Laid-Open Patent Ap-
plication No. 2004-17089, contrivance that enables a
large-scale press with two motors is described. However,
this document does not specify how motors are arranged
for a larger scale press for which the capacity of the two
motors becomes insufficient.
[0004] According to Japanese Laid-Open Patent Ap-
plication No. 2001-62596, contrivance that enables a
larger-scale press by increasing the number of motors
placed on a crankshaft is described. However, a motor
that directly drives a crankshaft is required to yield very
much torque and there is a problem of enlarging the motor
itself.
[0005] Further, according to Specification of US Patent
No. 7102316, contrivance that enables a larger-scale
press by using four motors is described. However, one
problem hereof is a complicated press structure in which
the motors’ torques are transmitted via gears attached
to the respective motors. Another problem is an increase
in loss due to the fact that the force is applied to multiple
points on the slide and gears to drive the force applied
points are interlinked using intermediate gears. A point
that is not taken into account in all of the above-men-
tioned patent documents is reducing torque pulsations
generated by the respective motors, thereby enhancing
a drive. Therefore, a problem may be encountered in
terms of accuracy of positioning the slide, responsive-
ness, and noise.
[0006] The present invention has been made to ad-
dress the above-noted problems and is intended to pro-
vide a large-capacity servo press apparatus driven by

multiple motors, the servo press apparatus enabling a
drive at a high efficiency and with reduced torque pulsa-
tions in a simple structure.
[0007] In a servo press having a plurality of servo motor
shafts, the present invention realizes a large-capacity
servo press by placing a plurality of servo motors directly
on each of the servo motor shafts.
[0008] More specifically, a first aspect of the present
invention resides in a servo press apparatus driven by
multiple motors, the servo press comprising a slide that
is moved up and down by a plurality of crank structures,
a gear train that interconnects the crank structures di-
rectly or indirectly, and a plurality of servo motor shafts
connected to the gear train, wherein a plurality of servo
motors are directly placed on each of the servo motor
shafts.
[0009] A second aspect of the present invention re-
sides in the servo press apparatus driven by multiple mo-
tors according to the first aspect, wherein the crank struc-
tures are connected to main gears, the main gears are
interlinked with drive gears connected to the servo motor
shafts, and the main gears are interconnected directly or
via intermediate gears.
[0010] A third aspect of the present invention resides
in the servo press apparatus driven by multiple motors
according to the first aspect, wherein the crank structures
are connected to main gears, the main gears are inter-
linked via intermediate gears with drive gears connected
to the servo motor shafts, and the main gears are inter-
connected directly or via intermediate gears.
[0011] A fourth aspect of the present invention resides
in the servo press apparatus driven by multiple motors
according to any of the first through third aspects, wherein
a plurality of servo motors are placed on a servo motor
shaft such that the servo motors are arranged on either
side and/or one side of a drive gear placed on the servo
motor shaft connected to the gear train.
[0012] A fifth aspect of the present invention resides
in the servo press apparatus driven by multiple motors
according to any of the first through third aspects, wherein
a plurality of servo motors are placed on a servo motor
shaft such that the servo motors are arranged in a tandem
structure within a same frame.
[0013] A sixth aspect of the present invention resides
in the servo press apparatus driven by multiple motors
according to any of the first through fifth aspects, wherein
a plurality of servo motors are placed on a servo motor
shaft such that the phases of the servo motors differ from
one another with respect to the axis of rotation in order
to cancel out mutual torque pulsations of the motors.
[0014] A seventh aspect of the present invention re-
sides in the servo press apparatus driven by multiple mo-
tors according to any of the first through sixth aspects,
wherein an encoder is attached to each of the servo motor
shafts and a plurality of servo motors placed on one of
the servo motor shafts are controlled by the encoder at-
tached to the servo motor shaft.
[0015] An eighth aspect of the present invention re-
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sides in the servo press apparatus driven by multiple mo-
tors according to the seventh aspect, wherein one of the
servo motor shafts is regarded as a master shaft and
control of a plurality of servo motors is implemented.
[0016] According to the first, second, and third aspects
of the present invention, the servo press apparatus, in
which a plurality of motors are placed on a same drive
shaft, provides for complete synchronization of the right
and left crank structures by means of the gear train and
enables a drive with fewer gears. Thus, the servo press
apparatus provides the following advantages: simple
structure; small loss; downscalable; highly-responsive
operation with small inertia moment is practicable; im-
pervious to accuracy deterioration due to gear backlash;
and less gear duty, as a sum of torques produced by a
set of motors is only exerted on each gear.
[0017] According to the fourth aspect of the present
invention, in addition to the above-noted advantages, be-
cause the servo motor shafts can be made shorter, the
servo press apparatus provides a further advantage in
which it can be further downscaled.
[0018] According to the fifth aspect of the present in-
vention, in addition to the above-noted advantages, be-
cause the servo motor shafts can be made even shorter,
the servo press apparatus provides a further advantage
in which it can be even more downscaled.
[0019] According to the sixth aspect of the present in-
vention, in addition to the above-noted advantages, the
servo press apparatus provides a further advantage in
which operation with reduced torque pulsations can be
performed.
[0020] According to the seventh aspect of the present
invention, in addition to the above-noted advantages, be-
cause the number of encoders can be decreased, the
servo press apparatus provides a further advantage in
which a drive with a high reliability can be achieved.
[0021] Moreover, according to the eighth aspect of the
present invention, in addition to the above-noted advan-
tages, the servo press apparatus provides a further ad-
vantage in which a well-balanced operation between or
among a plurality of motors can be accomplished.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0022]

Fig. 1 is a structural diagram of a first embodiment
of the present invention.
Fig. 2 is a transverse sectional view of the first em-
bodiment of the present invention.
Figs. 3A, 3B, 3C, and 3D illustrate arrangements of
motors according to the first embodiment of the
present invention.
Fig. 4 is a diagram illustrating how the motors are
connected according to the first embodiment of the
present invention.
Fig. 5 is a diagram illustrating a torque characteristic
when the motors are connected according to the first

embodiment of the present invention.
Fig. 6 is a block diagram of a control system accord-
ing to the first embodiment of the present invention.
Fig. 7 is a structural diagram of a second embodi-
ment of the present invention.
Figs. 8A, 8B, 8C, and 8D illustrate arrangements of
motors according to the second embodiment of the
present invention.
Fig. 9 is a structural diagram of a third embodiment
of the present invention.
Figs. 10A, 10B, 10C, and 10D illustrate arrange-
ments of motors according to the third embodiment
of the present invention.
Fig. 11 is a structural diagram of a fourth embodiment
of the present invention.
Fig. 12 is a structural diagram of a fifth embodiment
of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EM-
BODIMENTS

[0023] Embodiments of the present invention will be
described hereinafter by means of Figs. 1 through 12.

[First Embodiment]

[0024] Figs. 1, 2, and 3A to 3D illustrate a press appa-
ratus of a first embodiment of the present invention.
These figures schematically represent only an operating
section pertaining to the present invention. Fig. 1 is a
structural diagram as viewed from front. Fig. 2 is a trans-
verse sectional view. Figs. 3A, 3B, 3C, 3D illustrate ar-
rangements of motors as viewed from a top plane. The
press has a structure of an eccentric press.
[0025] First, the structure is described with reference
to Figs. 1 and 2. A set of servo motors (servo motor set)
21a is installed in the servo press apparatus’s frame 31.
An output shaft of the servo motor set 21a is connected
to a drive shaft 21as which is directly connected thereto.
A plurality of servo motors is connected to the motor out-
put shaft or the drive shaft. Herein, this set of the servo
motors is referred to as a servo motor set. A drive gear
12a is provided on the drive shaft 21as. A pin 32 is pro-
vided in the frame 31. Both ends of the pin 32 are fixed
to the frame 31.
[0026] An eccentric ring 2a engages with the pin 32.
A main gear 11a is fixed to the eccentric ring 2a. The
main gear 11a meshes with the drive gear 12a. The ec-
centric ring 2a rotates together with the main gear 11a.
An eccentric portion of the eccentric ring 2a engages with
a hole in a large-diameter portion of a connecting rod 3a.
A lower end of the connecting rod 3a is connected to a
slide 1.
[0027] A servo motor set 21b is also installed in the
servo press apparatus’s frame 31. An output shaft of the
servo motor set 21b is connected to a drive shaft 21bs.
A drive gear 12b is provided on the drive shaft 21bs. A
pin 33 is provided in the frame 31. Both ends of the pin
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33 are fixed to the frame 31.
[0028] An eccentric ring 2b engages with the pin 33.
A main gear 11b is fixed to the eccentric ring 2b. The
main gear 11b meshes with the drive gear 12b. The ec-
centric ring 2b rotates together with the main gear 11b .
An eccentric portion of the eccentric ring 2b engages with
a hole in a large-diameter portion of a connecting rod 3b.
A lower end of the connecting rod 3b is connected to the
slide 1. The main gears 11a and 11b mesh with each
other.
[0029] The slide 1 is moved up and down by a crank
mechanism comprised of the eccentric ring 2a and the
connecting rod 3a and a crank mechanism comprised of
the eccentric ring 2b and the connecting rod 3b. That is,
the slide 1 is moved up and down by a crank structure
and by the aid of rotation of the main gears 11a and 11b.
[0030] Torque of the servo motor set 21a is directly
transmitted to the main gear 11a, whereas torque of the
servo motor set 21b is directly transmitted to the main
gear 11b. In the present embodiment, no additional gear
is provided in order to synchronize the main gears. The
structure as described above provides for synchroniza-
tion of the right and left main gears 11a and 11b, that is,
synchronously moving up and down of the force applied
points on the slide.
[0031] For the servo motor sets 21a, 21b, in either
case, a plurality of servo motors are connected to a same
shaft. The sectional view of Fig. 2 depicts the structure
in which the motors are arranged as in Fig. 3A, which will
be described later.
[0032] The crank mechanisms are rotationally driven
freely by controlling the normal rotation, reverse rotation
and variable speeds of the servo motor sets 21a, 21b.
Thus, it is possible to flexibly set a variety of slide motions
such as slide motions other than the crank mechanisms,
accelerated and decelerated motions including standstill
suitable for a molding method, or normal/reverse pendu-
lum motion. These motions can be used in any combi-
nation or switching from one motion to another can take
place. Consequently, it is possible to improve the molding
accuracy for press molded products and expand the pro-
ductivity and adaptivity. As the motors in the servo motor
sets 21a, 21b, synchronous motors using a permanent
magnet, synchronous motors using a wound field, induc-
tion motors, reluctance motors, etc. can be utilized.
[0033] Additionally, instead of these AC motors, DC
motors may be used. Herein, this embodiment is de-
scribed on the assumption that the motors in the servo
motor sets 21a, 21b are permanent magnet synchronous
motors.
[0034] Although Fig. 1 shows the eccentric press which
is taken as an example, an alternative may be a crank
press apparatus having crankshafts to move the slide up
and down. Further, this embodiment may also be applied
to presses by means of other mechanisms such as a link
press and a knuckle press without the crank structure.
In the present invention, the entire structure as described
above by which the slide is moved up and down is referred

to as a crank structure (claim 1). Although two connecting
rods 3a, 3b are shown, the press apparatus may alter-
natively be provided with more than two connecting rods.
[0035] Figs. 3A, 3B, 3C, and 3D present examples of
concrete arrangements of servo motors connected in the
servo motor sets. In these figures, the same reference
numbers denote the same components as in Fig. 1 and
Fig. 2.
[0036] For the servo motor set 21a in Figs. 3A, 3B, and
C, two servo motors are connected to a same output
shaft 21ac or drive shaft 21as. A way of connecting the
motors will be described later. For the servo motor set
21b, similarly, two servo motors are connected to a same
output shaft 21bc or drive shaft 21bs.
[0037] Figs. 3A and 3B present examples wherein mo-
tors are arranged on either side of the drive gears 12a,
12b. In particular, servo motors 21a, 21a2 are connected
on either side of the drive gear 12a and servo motors
21b1, 21b2 are connected on either side of the drive gear
12b. The drive shaft is short and, thereby, awell-balanced
drive can be yielded. Fig. 3B presents an arrangement
example wherein mechanical brake devices 31a, 32b are
added to the motor arrangement as in Fig. 3A. A brake
device is attached to a non-load end of one servo motor
in each motor set. Fig. 3C presents an example wherein
motors 21a3, 21a4 are arranged on one side of the drive
gear 12a and motors 21b3, 21b are arranged on one side
of the drive gear 12b and this arrangement can make the
drive shafts of the motors even shorter. Fig. 3D presents
an example wherein a stator part and a rotor part (sur-
rounded by broken lines in the figure) of a plurality of
motors are contained within a same frame. Motors 21a5
and 21b5 are arranged in a so-called tandem structure.
As shown, each drive gear is apparently driven by a single
motor. In such a structure, the motor connections are
short and the space for the motors can be made even
smaller.
[0038] While Figs. 3A, 3B, 3C, and 3D present the ex-
amples wherein two motors are connected to a same
drive shaft, the number of motors may be three or more,
according to the power of one motor or the power required
to drive the press apparatus.
[0039] In a case where additional motors are needed
in consideration of the capacity required for the press
apparatus, an alternative method with regard to Fig. 1 is
to increase the number of drive shafts of servo motors
to drive one main gear. Specifically, for example, in ad-
dition to the drive gear 12a that meshes with the main
gear 11a, another drive gear may be provided and a plu-
rality of servo motors may be placed on this shaft.
[0040] The brake devices are used to keep the slide
stopped or for emergency stop of the slide. As for their
arrangement, in the example of Fig. 3B, a brake device
31a is attached to a non-load end of a servo motor 21a2
and a brake device 31b is attached to a non-load end of
a servo motor 21b1. The brake devices may be arranged
alternatively. For example, the brake device 31a may be
attached to a non-load end of a servo motor 21a1. In
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consideration of the capabilities of the brakes, brake de-
vices may be attached to all the non-load ends of servo
motors 21a1, 21a2, 21b1, 21b2, respectively. Further, a
special gear for brake use is disposed in conjunction with
the main gears 11a and 11b and a brake device may be
placed on the shaft of this gear. Alternatively, a brake
device may be placed on a shaft connecting with the main
gears. The presented arrangement of the brake devices
can be considered to be provided in the same way with
regard to Figs. 3C and 3D. For example, in Fig. 3C, the
brake devices may be disposed symmetrically with the
motor arrangement with respect to each drive gear. That
is, the brake devices may be attached to the drive shaft
ends to which no motors are connected, as viewed from
the drive gears.
[0041] Then, descriptions are provided for a way of
connecting the plurality of servo motors, which is a fea-
ture of the present invention. In permanent magnetic ser-
vo motors, torque pulsations depending on rotational po-
sitions of the motors take place, such as cogging torque
attributed to a magnetic circuit structure or torque pulsa-
tion due to a waveform of an armature current. Smaller
toque pulsations are desirable, because the torque pul-
sations cause deterioration in the accuracy of positioning
the slide, a decrease in responsiveness or noise during
driving. In the present invention, because a plurality of
motors is connected to a same shaft, the motors can be
connected to cancel out the torque pulsations generated
by each motor. Specifically, in a case where the motors
are arranged as in Fig. 3C, when two servo motors are
connected to a same output shaft 21ac, they are con-
nected in rotational positions in which the phases of the
torque pulsations generated by the two servo motors
21a3 and 21a4 will be opposite to each other. Fig. 4
presents an example wherein the rotors of two motors
are connected so that their phases differ from one an-
other in order to eliminate the torque pulsations. As
shown here, the rotor 21a3r of a motor 21a3 and the rotor
21a4r of a motor 21a4 are placed on the output shaft
21ac, while their phases are adjusted so that the positions
of their magnetic poles differ from one another by an elec-
tric angle of 90 degrees. The stators of the motor 21a3
and the motor 21a4 are of the same structure and placed
in corresponding positions (in phase).
[0042] In an alternative manner of arranging the plu-
rality of motors in order to reduce the torque pulsations,
the rotors may be placed in phase on the output shaft
21ac, whereas the stators may be connected so that op-
posite phases of pulsations appear at a time. Also, both
phases of the stators may be adjusted. The same man-
ners of connection as above may also be performed for
the motors 21b1 and 21b2.
[0043] Although Fig. 4 takes the motor arrangement
of Fig. 3C as an example, the same manners of connec-
tion as above may also be performed for the arrange-
ments of Fig. 3A and Fig. 3D.
[0044] Fig. 5 presents an example wherein, when two
motors are connected as described above, how the tor-

ques produced by the two motors change depending on
rotational positions are represented schematically. In a
circumferential direction in Fig. 5, the magnitudes of the
toques are plotted. When a same current flows in the
motors, this figure represents how the torques of the mo-
tors change depending on the rotational positions of the
shafts of the motors. A slid line denotes the torque pro-
duced by one servo motor 21a3 and a dashed line de-
notes the torque produced by the other servo motor 21a4.
Although Fig. 5 presents an example wherein 12 pulsa-
tions occur in one turn, the number of pulsations, in prac-
tice, may vary depending on the structures of the motors
used.
[0045] The sum of the torques is output to the drive
shaft 21as. Because the torque pulsations generated by
each motor can be cancelled out each other, a torque
output with very small torque pulsations can be achieved.
A broken line S in Fig. 5 denotes such a torque output
(indicating torque which can be produced by one motor
corresponding to the sum of the torques produced by the
two motors; that is, an average torque by dividing the
sum of the torques produced by each motor by two). As
can be seen from Fig. 5, the pulsations indicated by the
broken line S become very small.
[0046] When three motors are connected to a same
drive shaft, they are connected so that torque pulsations,
substantially, do not appear in the sum of the torques
produced by the three motors. That is, when the phases
of the rotors connected to the shaft are adjusted as in
Fig. 4, they are connected so that the phases of the mag-
netic poles of the rotors will be separated from one an-
other by an electric angle of 120 degrees. Even if four or
more motors are connected, they are connected accord-
ing to the same principle of connection.
[0047] In this manner of connection, a drive system
with very small torque pulsations can be realized. This
way of connection is suitable for arranging a plurality of
motors on a same drive shaft.
[0048] Fig. 6 is a block diagram illustrating a configu-
ration example of a control system for servo motors, when
two motors are connected as in Fig. 3C and Fig. 4. In
Fig. 6, an encoder 61a is connected to an end of an output
shaft to which the servo motors 21a3 and 21a4 are con-
nected and an encoder 61b is connected to an end of an
output shaft to which the servo motors 21b3 and 21b4
are connected. Rotation signals from the encoder 61a
are input to a position commanding/position/speed con-
troller 64. The drive shaft 21as to which this encoder 61a
is connected is regarded as a master shaft. The rotational
positions and speeds of the servo motors 21a3 and 21a4,
21b3 and 21b4, in other words, the position and speed
of the slide are controlled.
[0049] The position commanding/position/speed con-
troller 64 calculates the rotational positions and speeds
of the motors from a slide position command and issues
the commands for the rotational positions of the motors
in real time. Based on this, the controller 64 controls the
rotational positions and speeds of the motors and calcu-
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lates a torque command for each motor. A same torque
command is issued from the position commanding/posi-
tion/speed controller 64 and input to torque controllers
62a3, 62a4, 62b3, and 62b4 which drive the respective
motors.
[0050] The torque controllers 62a3, 62a4, 62b3, and
62b4 have a same structure and each torque controller
62 performs control of a current that flows in each motor,
according to the torque command. The torque controller
62 is comprised of a current command generator which
generates a current command in accordance with the
torque command, a current controller, a PWM controller,
a power controller formed of power elements, a current
detector which detects a current flowing in the motor, etc.
Its detailed structure is well known and, hence, further
discussion about it is omitted.
[0051] Signals from the encoder 61 are used as those
for detecting the positions of the magnetic poles of the
respective motors and input to the corresponding torque
controllers 62. As illustrated in Fig. 4, two motors con-
nected to a same drive shaft are connected with their
phases adjusted to differ from one another. Thus, the
magnetic poles of the motors lie in different positions with
respect to a rotational position of the drive shaft. There-
fore, rotation signals of one motor are phase-adjusted by
a phase adjuster 63 and then input to the corresponding
torque controller. If each toque controller 62 has a func-
tion of coordinating the position of a magnetic pole of the
motor with a rotational position from the encoder, the
phase adjuster 63 is dispensed with.
[0052] The configuration as described above enables
a master-slave drive regarding the drive shaft 21as as a
master shaft and the drive shaft 21bs as a slave shaft
and enables well-balanced operation in which each mo-
tor outputs an even torque. Because motors connected
to a same shaft as described above are connected so
that their torque pulsations are reduced, a drive with little
torque pulsations can be achieved.
[0053] As described herein, because two motors are
connected to a same shaft, it is not required to attach an
encoder to each motor and one encoder should only be
attached to a same shaft. It is also possible to provide
an encoder for each motor. Rather, according to the
method of the present embodiment, the number of en-
coders is reduced and wiring for detection can be re-
duced; thereby, a high reliability can be achieved.
[0054] In the foregoing description, the connection of
motors to a same shaft is performed such that the me-
chanical phases of the motors themselves are adjusted
to differ from one another in order to reduce torque pul-
sations. Alternatively, reducing torque pulsations can al-
so be done by means of electrical control, instead of con-
necting the motors to produce the phase difference ef-
fect. Specifically, torque pulsations are known by obtain-
ing rotational positions of the motors. Current control may
be performed for each of two motors to cancel out mutual
pulsations of the motors. At this time, currents to cancel
out the torque pulsations of the two motors are not the

same; rather, it is effective to cause different currents to
flow in the two motors to cancel out the pulsations each
other.
[0055] If the control system is configured as in Fig. 6,
in case of abnormal stop of a controller for a motor, for
example, should a fault has occurred in a controller for
a servo motor 21a3, only the controller for the servo motor
21a3 is stopped, while operation can easily be continued
only with another normal motor. Because the drive shaft
to which the stopped motor is connected is driven by the
normal motor, it does not happen that the drive shaft of
the stopped motor rotates idly, which would occur in a
case where every motor has a drive shaft. Therefore, a
drive with a high reliability can be achieved.
[0056] The press structure of the present embodiment
described above, in which a plurality of motors are placed
on a same drive shaft, provides for complete synchroni-
zation of the right and left crank structures with the en-
gagement of the main gears and enables a drive with
fewer gears. Thus, this press structure provides the fol-
lowing advantages: simple structure; small loss; downs-
calable; highly-responsive operation with small inertia
moment is practicable; impervious to accuracy deterio-
ration due to gear backlash; and less gear duty, as a sum
of torques produced by a set of motors is only exerted
on each main gear. In addition, reduced torque pulsations
yield the advantages of improved accuracy in positioning
the slide, high responsiveness, and low noise.

[Second Embodiment]

[0057] Fig. 7 is a structural diagram of a second em-
bodiment of the present invention. The second embodi-
ment is characterized in that intermediate gears are add-
ed and disposed to the structure of the first embodiment.
[0058] An eccentric portion of an eccentric ring 702a
engages with a hole in a large-diameter portion of a con-
necting rod 703a. A lower end of the connecting rod 703a
is connected to a slide 701. Moreover, an eccentric por-
tion of an eccentric ring 702b engages with a hole in a
large-diameter portion of a connecting rod 703b. A lower
end of the connecting rod 703b is connected to the slide
701.
[0059] Main gears 711a, 711b are connected to one
ends of the eccentric rings 702a, 702b, respectively. A
main gear 711a is meshed with a drive gear 712a which
connects with a drive shaft of a servo motor set 721a and
thus connected to the servo motor set 721a. Likewise, a
main gear 711b is meshed with a drive gear 712b which
connects with a drive shaft of a servo motor set 721b and
thus connected to the servo motor set 721b. Further, the
main gear 711a is meshed with an intermediate gear
713a and the main gear 711b is meshed with an inter-
mediate gear 713b. The intermediate gears 713a and
713b are engaged. In this way, the main gears 711a and
711b are interlinked.
[0060] In this way, synchronization of the right and left
main gears 711a and 711b is provided. In the example
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shown here, the main gears 711a and 711b rotate in op-
posite directions to each other. In the servo motor sets
721a, 721b, a plurality of motors are connected to a same
shaft, as will be described later.
[0061] Figs. 8A to 8D present examples of concrete
arrangements of servo motors connected. In these fig-
ures, gears with the same reference numbers as in Fig.
7 represent identical ones.
[0062] For the servo motor set 721a as shown in Figs.
8A, 8B, and 8C, two servo motors are connected to a
same motor drive shaft 721as. For the servo motor set
721b, two servo motors are connected to a same motor
drive shaft 721bs. Figs. 8A and 8B present examples
wherein motors are arranged on either side of the drive
gears 712a, 712b. Servo motors 721a1, 721a2 are con-
nected to the shaft on either side of the drive gear 712a,
whereas servo motors 721b1, 721b2 are connected to
the shaft on either side of the drive gear 712b. A well-
balanced drive can be yielded.
[0063] Fig. 8B presents an example wherein mechan-
ical brake devices 731a, 731b are added and disposed
to the motor arrangement of Fig. 8A and connect to the
shafts of the intermediate gears 713a and 713b. The
brake devices may be arranged as illustrated with regard
to the first embodiment. Fig. 8C presents an example
wherein motors 721a3, 721a4 are arranged on one side
of the drive gear 712a and motors 721b3, 721b4 are ar-
ranged on one side of the drive gear 712b and this ar-
rangement can make the drive shafts of the motors even
shorter. Fig. 8D presents an example wherein a stator
part and a rotor part (surrounded by broken lines in the
figure) of a plurality of motors are contained within a same
frame. Motors 21a5 and 21b5 are arranged in a so-called
tandem structure. As shown, each drive gear is appar-
ently driven by a single motor. In such a structure, the
motor connections are short and the space for the motors
can be made even smaller.
[0064] In the second embodiment as well, connection
of motors which are placed on a same shaft and control
of the motors can be accomplished in the same way as
for the first embodiment. Accordingly, a drive with re-
duced torque pulsations can be achieved.

[Third Embodiment]

[0065] Fig. 9 is a structural diagram of a third embod-
iment of the present invention. The third embodiment is
characterized in that a two-stage deceleration mecha-
nism by means of intermediate gears is incorporated into
the structure of the first embodiment.
[0066] An eccentric portion of an eccentric ring 902a
engages with a hole in a large-diameter portion of a con-
necting rod 903a. A lower end of the connecting rod 903a
is connected to a slide 901. Moreover, an eccentric por-
tion of an eccentric ring 902b engages with a hole in a
large-diameter portion of a connecting rod 903b. A lower
end of the connecting rod 903b is connected to the slide
901. Main gears 911a, 911b are connected to one ends

of the eccentric rings 902a, 902b, respectively.
[0067] A main gear 911a is meshed with a small inter-
mediate gear 914a and a large intermediate gear 913a
connected with that intermediate gear is meshed with a
drive gear 912a. The drive gear 912a is interlinked with
a servo motor set 921a. Likewise, a main gear 911b is
meshed with a small intermediate gear 914b and a large
intermediate gear 913b connected with that intermediate
gear is meshed with a drive gear 912b. The drive gear
912b is interlinked with a servo motor set 921b.
[0068] Further, the small intermediate gears 914a and
914b are engaged and, via this engagement, the main
gears 911a and 911b are interlinked. In this way, the right
and left main gears 911a and 911b are synchronized and
driven by the servo motor sets 921a and 921b. In the
example shown here, the main gears 911a and 911b
rotate in opposite directions to each other. In the servo
motor sets 921a, 921b, a plurality of motors are connect-
ed to a same shaft, as will be described later.
[0069] In comparison with the structures of the first and
second embodiments, the torques from the motor drive
shafts are decelerated in two stages by the intermediate
gears and then drive the main gears 911a, 911b. There-
fore, the servo motor sets 921a, 921b can be run at a
higher speed and smaller motors can be put into use. In
addition, highly-responsive control can be implemented,
because inertial moment as viewed from the motor shafts
becomes smaller.
[0070] Figs. 10A, 10B, 10C, and 10D present exam-
ples of concrete arrangements of servo motors connect-
ed. In these figures, gears with the same reference num-
bers as in Fig. 9 represent identical ones.
[0071] For the servo motor set 921a as shown in Figs.
10A, 10B, and 10C, two servo motors are connected to
a same motor drive shaft 921as. For the servo motor set
921b, two servo motors are connected to a same motor
drive shaft 921bs. Fig. 10A presents an example wherein
motors are arranged on either side of the drive gears
912a, 912b. Servo motors 921a1, 921a2 are connected
to the shaft on either side of the drive gear 912a, whereas
servo motors 921b1, 921b2 are connected to the shaft
on either side of the drive gear 912b. A well-balanced
drive can be yielded.
[0072] Fig. 10B presents an example wherein motors
921a3, 921a4 are arranged on one side of the drive gear
912a and motors 921b3, 921b4 are arranged on one side
of the drive gear 912b and this arrangement can make
the drive shafts of the motors even shorter. Fig. 10C
presents an example wherein the motor arrangement as
in Fig. 10A is adopted in a section where one drive gear
is located and the motor arrangement as in Fig. 10B is
adopted in a section where another drive gear is located.
It is thus possible to shrink the area for arrangement of
a whole set of the motors and gears. Fig. 10D presents
an example in which a stator part and a rotor part (sur-
rounded by broken lines in the figure) of a plurality of
motors are contained within a same frame. Motors 921a5
and 921b5 are arranged in a so-called tandem structure.
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As shown, each drive gear is apparently driven by a single
motor. In such a structure, the motor connections are
short and the space for the motors can be made even
smaller.
[0073] In the third embodiment as well, connection of
motors which are placed on a same shaft and control of
all motors can be accomplished in the same way as for
the first embodiment. Accordingly, a drive with reduced
torque pulsations can be achieved.

[Fourth Embodiment]

[0074] Fig. 11 is a structural diagram of a fourth em-
bodiment of the present invention. The fourth embodi-
ment is characterized in that the main gears are engaged
in addition to the two-stage deceleration mechanism
adopted as in the structure of the third embodiment.
[0075] An eccentric portion of an eccentric ring 1102a
engages with a hole in a large-diameter portion of a con-
necting rod 1103a. A lower end of the connecting rod
1103a is connected to a slide 1101. Moreover, an eccen-
tric portion of an eccentric ring 1102b engages with a
hole in a large-diameter portion of a connecting rod
1103b. A lower end of the connecting rod 1103b is con-
nected to the slide 1101. Main gears 1111a, 1111b are
connected to one ends of the eccentric rings 1102a,
1102b, respectively.
[0076] A main gear 1111b is meshed with a small in-
termediate gear 1114 and a large intermediate gear 1113
connected with that intermediate gear is meshed with a
drive gear 1112a and also with a drive gear 1112b. The
drive gear 1112a is interlinked with a servo motor set
1121a via a drive shaft and the drive gear 1112b is inter-
linked with a servo motor set 1121b via a drive shaft. The
main gear 1111a is engaged with the main gear 1111b.
[0077] In this way, the right and left main gears 1111a
and 111b are synchronized with each other and driven
by the servo motor sets 1121a and 1121b. For the servo
motor sets 1121a and 1121b, a plurality of motors are
connected to a same shaft, as is the case for the foregoing
embodiments. Concrete arrangements of motors in the
servo motor sets 1121a and 1121b can be made in the
same way as presented in the foregoing examples there-
of.
[0078] In comparison with the third embodiment, be-
cause of a smaller number of intermediate gears em-
ployed, the torques from the motor drive shafts are de-
celerated in two stages and transmitted to the main gears
11a, 112b in a simpler fashion.
[0079] In comparison with the structures of the first and
second embodiments, the torques from the motor drive
shafts are decelerated in two stages by the intermediate
gears and then drive the main gears. Therefore, the servo
motor sets can be run at a higher speed and smaller
motors can be put into use. In addition, highly-responsive
control can be implemented, because inertial moment as
viewed from the motor shafts becomes smaller.
[0080] In the fourth embodiment as well, connection

of motors which are placed on a same shaft and control
of all motors can be accomplished in the same way as
for the first embodiment. Accordingly, a drive with re-
duced torque pulsations can be achieved.

[Fifth Embodiment]

[0081] Fig. 12 is a structural diagram of a fifth embod-
iment of the present invention. The fifth embodiment is
characterized in that the two-stage deceleration mecha-
nism is implemented using an additional intermediate
gear in the structure of the third embodiment.
[0082] An eccentric portion of an eccentric ring 1202a
engages with a hole in a large-diameter portion of a con-
necting rod 1203a. A lower end of the connecting rod
1203a is connected to a slide 1201. Moreover, an eccen-
tric portion of an eccentric ring 1202b engages with a
hole in a large-diameter portion of a connecting rod
1203b. A lower end of the connecting rod 1203b is con-
nected to the slide 1201. Main gears 1211a, 1211b are
connected to one ends of the eccentric rings 1202a,
1202b, respectively.
[0083] A main gear 1211b is meshed with a small in-
termediate gear 1214b and a large intermediate gear
1213 connected with that intermediate gear is meshed
with a drive gear 1212a and also with a drive gear 1212b.
The drive gear 1212a is interlinked with a servo motor
set 1221a via a drive shaft and the drive gear 1212b is
interlinked with a servo motor set 1221b via a drive shaft.
[0084] Another main gear 1211a is meshed with a
small intermediate gear 1214a which is in turn meshed
with the small intermediate gear 1214b. In this way, the
right and left main gears 1211a and 1211b are synchro-
nized with each other and driven by the servo motor sets
1221a and 1221b. For the servo motor sets 1221a and
1221b, a plurality of motors are connected to a same
shaft, as is the case for the foregoing embodiments. Con-
crete arrangements of motors in the servo motor sets
1221a and 1221b can be made in the same way as pre-
sented in the foregoing examples thereof.
[0085] In comparison with the fourth embodiment, the
main gears can be positioned flexibly via the intermediate
gear 1214a.
[0086] In comparison with the structures of the first and
second embodiments, the torques from the motor drive
shafts are decelerated in two stages by the intermediate
gears and then drive the main gears. Therefore, the servo
motor sets can be run at a higher speed and smaller
motors can be put into use. In addition, highly-responsive
control can be implemented, because inertial moment as
viewed from the motor shafts becomes smaller.
[0087] In the fifth embodiment as well, connection of
motors which are placed on a same shaft and control of
all motors can be accomplished in the same way as for
the first embodiment. Accordingly, a drive with reduced
torque pulsations can be achieved.
[0088] Needless to say, among the above-described
embodiments, those that can be combined with one an-
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other may be implemented in combination, as appropri-
ate.

Claims

1. A servo press apparatus driven by multiple motors
(21a, 21b), the servo press comprising:

a slide that is moved up and down by a plurality
of crank structures;
a gear train (11a, 11b, 12a, 12b) that intercon-
nects the crank structures directly or indirectly;
and
a plurality of servo motor shafts (21as; 21bs)
connected to the gear train,

wherein a plurality of servo motors are directly placed
on each of the servo motor shafts (21as; 21bs).

2. The servo press apparatus driven by multiple motors
according to claim 1,
wherein the crank structures are connected to main
gears (11a, 11b) and the main gears (11a, 11b) are
interlinked with drive gears (12a, 12b) connected to
the servo motor shafts (21as, 21bs), and
wherein the main gears (11a, 11b) are interconnect-
ed directly or via intermediate gears.

3. The servo press apparatus driven by multiple motors
according to claim 1,
wherein the crank structures are connected to main
gears (11a, 11b) and the main gears are interlinked
via intermediate gears with drive gears connected
to the servo motor shafts, and
wherein the main gears (11a, 11b) are interconnect-
ed directly or via intermediate gears.

4. The servo press apparatus driven by multiple motors
according to claim 1,
wherein a plurality of servo motors (21a, 21b) are
placed on a servo motor shaft (21as; 21bs) such that
the servo motors (21a, 21b) are arranged on either
side and/or one side of a drive gear (12a, 12b) placed
on the servo motor shaft (21as; 21bs) connected to
the gear train.

5. The servo press apparatus driven by multiple motors
according to claim 1,
wherein a plurality of servo motors (21a, 21b) are
placed on a servo motor shaft (21as, 21bs) such that
the servo motors (21a, 21b) are arranged in a tandem
structure within a same frame.

6. The servo press apparatus driven by multiple motors
according to claim 1,
wherein a plurality of servo motors (21a, 21b) are
placed on a servo motor shaft (21as; 21bs) such that

the phases of the servo motors (21a, 21b) differ from
one another with respect to the axis of rotation in
order to cancel out mutual torque pulsations of the
motors (21a, 21b).

7. The servo press apparatus driven by multiple motors
according to claim 1,
wherein an encoder (61a, 61b) is attached to each
of the servo motor shafts (21as; 21bs) and a plurality
of servo motors (21a, 21b) placed on one of the servo
motor shafts are controlled by the encoder attached
to the servo motor shaft.

8. The servo press apparatus driven by multiple motors
according to claim 7,
wherein one of the servo motor shafts (21as; 21bs)
is regarded as a master shaft (21as) and control of
a plurality of servo motors (21a, 21b) is implemented.
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